ELSAG
PARKINGENFORCER™

Save Parking Management Time and Resources
with ELSAG ParkingEnforcer™ ALPR Software
Greatly reduce the manpower and
time required to monitor and enforce
parking, and even eliminate the need
for physical permits. LEONARDO’S new
ELSAG ParkingEnforcer™ software is an ALPR solution that compares ALPR license plate reads,
captured in a restricted area, with a white list of authorized vehicles. The system will audibly
alarm if a plate has been read but is not included on the white list. On their in-car computer,
officers see a photo of the unauthorized vehicle’s license plate, which also shows enough of
the vehicle to easily identify it immediately. ELSAG ParkingEnforcer™ also aids the enforcement
of timed and permitted parking areas, and can even generate tickets automatically. The ELSAG
ParkingEnforcer™ software only requires one mobile ALPR vehicle but can be scaled to
include multiple units.
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ELSAG PARKINGENFORCER™ is the most
efficient way to manage restricted parking
TIMED PARKING ENFORCEMENT
Using date/time stamps and GPS coordinates
automatically collected by ELSAG mobile ALPR
systems, an ALPR patrol car can sweep a geographical
area, which has been pre-designated in the ELSAG
PARKINGenforcer™ software as a restricted area with
a specific time limit. If subsequent patrol sweeps by
any ALPR vehicle find the same plate number in the
same GPS location (parking spot) for longer than the
authorized span of parking time, the system will alarm.

PERMIT ENFORCEMENT
For areas where parking permits are required, all license
plate numbers of permit holders are downloaded to the
ELSAG PARKINGenforcer software. The ELSAG ALPR
system will alarm if it reads a plate number not on the
list. The software can support multiple lists and zones.

TICKETING
Once a patrol officer validates an alarm in the ELSAG
PARKINGenforcer software, the interface produces a
partially populated ticket form to be completed. The
ticket can be printed immediately on a mobile printer
and issued.
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